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Told by a former high-level member of the Peoples Temple and Jonestown survivor, Seductive

Poison is the "truly unforgettable" (Kirkus Review) story of how one woman was seduced by one of

the most notorious cults in recent memory and how she found her way back to sanity.From Waco to

Heaven's Gate, the past decade has seen its share of cult tragedies. But none has been quite so

dramatic or compelling as the Jonestown massacre of 1978, in which the Reverend Jim Jones and

913 of his disciples perished. Deborah Layton had been a member of the Peoples Temple for seven

years when she departed for Jonestown, Guyana, the promised land nestled deep in the South

American jungle. When she arrived, however, Layton saw that something was seriously wrong.

Jones constantly spoke of a revolutionary mass suicide, and Layton knew only too well that he had

enough control over the minds of the Jonestown residents to carry it out. But her pleas for help--and

her sworn affidavit to the U.S. government--fell on skeptical ears. In this very personal account,

Layton opens up the shadowy world of cults and shows how anyone can fall under their spell.

Seductive Poison is both an unflinching historical document and a riveting story of intrigue, power,

and murder.
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Writing a review of Deborah Layton's "Seductive Poison" is not easy for me, because I can't think of

any words that will be superlative enough to do justice to this book and to compliment the author on

being so courageous and for so eloquently sharing intimate details of her experience of life in and

her escape from a destructive cult.I didn't know *anything* about cults or anything about Jonestown



for that matter (I was not only too young at the time these events took place but also literally on the

other side of the world) till a few weeks ago when I feared that someone who I loved and still love

dearly may be in a cultic group. A search on  led me to Deborah Layton's book and reading

Seductive Poison combined with the events happening concurrently in my life can only be described

as a life-changing experience.Deborah Layton's account of life in and her escape from Jonestown is

the most moving of any personal accounts I have ever read and I will admit that there were parts of

the book that had me in tears... which says a lot. When I first read this book I was convinced that the

book is just that... it's *a story which happened to someone else* and things like this don't happen

today...until I started experiencing the effect of a mind-control group first hand -- happening to

someone very close to me. If you ever do the mistake of thinking that this cannot happen to you...

be sure to catch yourself, because 23 years later, after Jonestown, after Waco, after Heaven's Gate

and numerous others... it's the same mind-control techniques and the same deceit and debauchery

that is just as much prevalent today as it was then and potentially even more refined than it used to

be.
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